
Coming Club Events

August 26  Club Meetingth

This month’s meeting is the always popular Fox Hunt or Hidden Transmitter Hunt. We will meet at

the Governmental Center at 8  and Boardman at 7 pm. The boundaries will be explained and theth

frequency the Fox will be using announced. Don’t worry if you don’t have DF equipment or have never
participated in a Fox Hunt. Teams will be constructed and there will be room for everyone. 

Tuesday Project Nights
Where: At the club station in the lower level of the Salvation Army Building located at the NE corner of
Barlow  and  Boone. 7 p.m. Every Tuesday except the 4  Tuesday of the month which is reserved for theth

regular club meeting. 
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Forward Waves
VE EXAMS:
Gaylord, MI.  September  6, 2008. Top of

Michigan  ARC. 9 a.m. Otsego County Public

Library. 700 Otsego Ave. Contact: Chad  989

705-9322.  Walk-ins OK.

Lowell, MI.   September 6, 2008. At the

Grand Rapids Amateur Radio Association

Hamfest. Kent County Fairgrounds. Exams at

10 a.m. Pre-registration is not necessary.

HAMFESTS:
Saturday, September 6, 2008. Grand Rapids

Amateur Radio Association. Kent County

Fairgrounds. 225 S. Hudson Street. Lowell,

MI. 8 a.m. til 1 p.m. TI: 147.26 (PL 94.8) 

VE Exams at 10 a.m. Contact: Jack NY8D .

(616)  897-6885. 

Sunday, September 14, 2008. Adrian, MI.

Adrian Amateur Radio Club. Lenawee County

Fairgrounds, 602 North Dean. Adrian, MI. 

TI: 145.37 (PL 85.4)   Contact: Margie

KB8TM M . (517) 467-6303. 

 

  

Reflected Waves

August 1985
Jack Anderson, director of the NW Region of

the American Lung Association, appeared at

the August club meeting to request radio

support for the Leelanau Lakeshore Loop bike

tour. Joe Cordin, County Emergency Services

Coordinator was also present to discuss the role

of amateur radio in county emergency planning.

August 2000
The August club meeting featured video and

pictures from the HBO Bicycle Tour and the

Traverse Bay Lighthouse W8TCM Special

Event station. Field Day 2000 produced 3555

QSO’s, the third highest in club history.

Propagation was horrible for the Lighthouse SE

station but a good time was had by all. Nearly

as many eyeball QSO’s as the over-the-air

brand. Total QSO’s were 34 from 10 states and

2 VE provinces. 

mailto:AA8SN@arrl.net
mailto:WD8RTH@DCARS.org.
mailto:NU8L@yahoo.com
mailto:kwerkema@juno.com
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THE R.A.T RACE
   The Ride Around Torch , on Sunday July 20 , was again a safeth

and fun event with the local HAM’s providing communication

support.  Even though the day started out with rain showers, it

didn't stifle the enthusiasm of the cyclists, with the biggest turnout

ever....over 800 riders participating! 

   Even more amazing, there were no major incidents, only a few

bike repairs needed, rides back to the school and only one minor

physical accident  when someone stepped in a hole and turned their

ankle. We ended the tour with a picnic at the Elk Rapids Park with

great food and comradery.

   A big THANK YOU to the following amateurs for their support:

Ray Rising KA8PRV , Steve Weaver KB8RDI, Joe Novak

W8TVT, Ward Kuhn N8WK , Betty Dell KC8PCQ , Mike Dell

N7LM J, Jeff Peters K9JP, Tom Schoonover K8BTE, Toby Way

KC8VSU , Mike Cleary N8EQD, Dave Dell W8TVC  and two

other volunteers, Judy Rising and Bea Follett, who supported the

HAMs.

                                                              -73, Dave Dell, W8TVC

Editors note: When I joined the CARC in 1991, Dave Dell was

organizing and participating in radio support of various cycling

activities in the area. He’s worked with the Ride Around Torch,

The Iceman Cometh, The Leelanau  Harvest tour and I’m sure

some other bike tours. He does this all very quietly and never seeks

personal recognition. I had to add his name to the list of

participants!! Thanks Dave. Your community spirit does all of

amateur radio proud.  

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE TO HELP
   Volunteers Needed: This year’s Leelanau Harvest Tour will be

held on Sunday September 21st, 2008. This year the cycling club

will be celebrating their 25  Anniversary of hosting this ride. Ourth

help with communications in Leelanau County is a huge

contribution to the success of the ride! 

   Please email Dave Dell W8TVC  at:  bdell2@chartermi.net  or

call 231 947-7409 if you will be able to help with bike tour. 

                                                                Thanks, W8TVC

NN3SI  QRT AFTER 32 YEARS
   After more than 30 years on the air from the nation's capital,

NN3SI, the Amateur Radio station at the National Museum of

American History, part of the Smithsonian Institution, became

silent on Thursday, July 31.

   Originally located in the Nations of Nations exhibit, the station

first went on-the-air in 1976 in celebration of the US Bicentennial.

The FCC caught the patriotic spirit, giving the station a temporary

call sign--NN3SI -- standing for Nation of Nations, Smithsonian

Institution. The Commission later made the call sign allocation 

permanent. 

   NN3SI has been situated in several different exhibitions in the

Museum; it was most recently housed in the former Information

Age exhibit.  This exhibit chronicled the birth and growth of the

electronic information age-- from Samuel Morse's invention of a

practical telegraph in the 1830s through the development of the

telephone, radio, television and computer. The Museum has been

closed since 2006 while undergoing a major renovation and is

scheduled to reopen to the public this fall.

   The station participated in many special events throughout its

history. During the dedication of the World War II Memorial on

the National Mall, station operators made many contacts and taught

children visiting the Museum how to spell their names in Morse

code. 

   Over the years, operators at NN3SI -- who hailed from the

District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia (and the occasional

guest operators from various parts of the globe) -- have logged

contacts with amateurs in all parts of the world and with

astronauts and cosmonauts in orbit.

   By operating the station, NN3SI operators promoted Amateur

Radio as a national resource for emergency communications,

trained operators, technicians and engineers -- as well as an

outstanding hobby -- to the more than 4 million people who visit

the Museum each year.

                                                           -tnx to The ARRL Letter 

LET’S REMINISCE...
(Part 4 of 4)

                                           -by Marion Stoner W8VWY  (sk)

   As I mentioned before, most ham transmitters were crystal

controlled in the 40's. The crystals that most of us could afford or

could grind ourselves were not very precise. Nor was the

calibration of receiver dials. One of the activities sponsored by the

ARRL was Frequency Measuring tests. W1AW would transmit

near published frequencies and interested hams would measure

that frequency and submit their results. Can you imagine making a

contest out of that today? With digital readouts on receivers that

will read down to a cycle–sorry, a hertz–or so. 

   The end of World War II marked the beginning of some

significant changes in amateur radio. Many returning servicemen

brought home their service acquired electronics training and code

skills. Large numbers of them soon became hams. Military surplus

radio equipment and parts became available in unbelievable

quantities and prices.

   I found some notes in may summer of 1946 log book where I

had bought 807 tubes for $1.95 each. An 83 rectifier for 71 cents.

A Weston R.F. Amp meter for $3.95 and 1000 volt, 3 mfd

condensers at 2 for $1.75.

   Detroit had half a dozen or more surplus houses selling military

surplus equipment, vacuum tubes and other components. Us old-

timers remember visits to Silversteins up around Six Mile Road,

Hershalls on Grand River and Chane Surplus on Chane just off

Gratiot. And as many more whose names I have forgotten. 

   This vast quantity of surplus made it possible for many of the

new hams to get on the air inexpensively with something like a

converted BC-348 or BC-312 receivers. A command transmitter

and a J-38 hand key. During my visit to Allied Radio to check on

the new models of Hallicrafter receivers, I saw the BC-348

receiver: two stages of RF and three stages of IF. Only $69.95

brand new in the overseas shipping crate. I never did own any

Hallicrafters gear. 

   Military surplus equipment was the first of a one–two punch to

the old line ham equipment manufacturers like National,

Hammerlund, Hallicrafter, RME and others who had done well

with government contracts during the war but now found a

diminished market for new ham equipment. The second punch

came with the proliferation of Japanese made ham equipment

during the next decade. 

   In 1947 and 1948 the first television stations came on the air in

Detroit. I was living in Port Huron then and new television set

owners were proudly watching somewhat snowy pictures unless a

ham was operating his station in their end of town. Pre-war rigs 

and surplus rigs generally wiped out everything on the screen. I

was probably less bothered by TVI complaints because I operated

mailto:bdell2@chartermi.net
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only CW and few if any of the television set owners recognized

what they may have seen and heard from my rig. Besides I ran

fairly low power.  

   Trying to clean up TVI on old rigs became almost a second

hobby for many hams. QST and CQ were full of articles on ways to

try to eliminate TVI, but success was limited. Then we started

hearing phone signals that sounded like Donald Duck.

   Single side ban suppressed carrier stations were reported to cause

less TVI. So were vacuum tubes for most applications but we

didn’t see that coming when the first articles on transistors started

appearing in the magazines as the decade of the 1940's came to a

close. Maybe some of us should have seen it coming. I remember

that my old high school physics teacher told us, in 1941 that

someday they would invent something to replace vacuum tubes that

wouldn’t waste all that power just heating a filament. 

   When the last day of December 1949 arrived, I was 25 years old,

had been a ham for eight years and eight months but had been

allowed to operate only half of that time. I was married and lived in

Port Huron where I was chief engineer of an AM and FM broadcast

station. I was the president of the Thumb Area Amateur Radio

Association, an International club with members in both Michigan

and Ontario.

HF DIGITAL VOICE PROGRAMS ARE BACK 
   Citing codec (coding/decoding) licensing issues, three free

Windows programs for sound card-based HF digital voice were

yanked from their download site for a short time recently,

surprising hams who are interested in HF digital voice operation. 

   Several online groups that supported the software were also

closed for a short time. WinDRM, DRMDV and FDMDV, all

written by Cesco Lanza, HB9TLK, used a codec that was

developed for the US Department of Defense and NATO. Rights to

various forms of the codec are held by several companies.

According to Gary Pearce, KN4AQ, the companies have “winked”

at ham radio use for several years, but a recent complaint caused

the programs to be pulled from the download site. 

“Lanza did a quick rewrite to use an open-source codec, and now

WinDRM and FDMDV are back,” Pearce said. “DRMDV, an

intermediate program between the other two, has been abandoned.

WinDRM could always use the open-source Speex codec, but

FDMDV users will need to download the new version.”

    Pearce said these three programs all allow  hams to transmit and

receive digital voice by connecting their PC sound card to an

ordinary SSB transceiver: “The result has been surprisingly high

quality audio, with virtually no noise -- sort of like listening to FM,

but in the narrow bandwidth of a sideband signal. WinDRM, the

best sounding program, uses 2.5 kHz of spectrum. FDMDV sounds

a little rougher, but uses only 1.1 kHz of spectrum. They both use

OFDM modulation, a set of close-spaced carriers that are each

modulated with a little bit of data to add up to the final digital

signal. The main problem with HF digital voice is that it needs

fairly strong signals. FDMDV works better with weaker signals

than WinDRM..” Pearce said that none of the available open-

source codecs work as well as the old one: 

   “MELP,or Mixed Excitation Linear Prediction, was designed

specifically for high-quality, low data-rate voice communication.

So the on-air audio might suffer some with the new version. Digital

voice users have been waiting and hoping for someone to

concentrate on developing a codec optimized for ham radio use,

but none has been forthcoming.”

   FDMDV and WinDRM can both be downloaded from Jason

Buchanan's, N1SU, Web site http://www.n1su.com/.

    The AOR digital voice modems and D-STAR radios both use

the AMBE 2020 vocoder, and are not affected by the coding

changes; the AMBE 2020 vocoder is a proprietary chip that is

embedded in each unit . For more information on WinDRM,

check out QST Editor Steve Ford's, WB8IMY, article “Life Could

Be a DReaM,”in the April 2007 issue of QST. 

                                     -tnx to The ARRL Letter

IS OLD SOL SICK?
   The sun is behaving normally. So says NASA solar physicist

David Hathaway. “There have been some reports lately that Solar

Minimum is lasting longer than it should. That's not true. The

ongoing lull in sunspot number is well within historic norms for

the solar cycle.”

   This report, that there's nothing to report, is newsworthy

because of a growing buzz in lay and academic circles that

something is wrong with the sun.   A careful look at the data,

however, suggests otherwise. First, a status report: “The sun is

now near the low point of its 11-year activity cycle,” says

Hathaway. “We call this 'Solar Minimum.' It is the period of quiet

that separates one Solar Max from another.”  

   During Solar Max, huge sunspots and intense solar flares are a

daily occurrence. Auroras appear in Florida. Radiation storms

knock out satellites. Radio blackouts frustrate hams. The last such

episode took place in the years around 2000-2001.

   During Solar Minimum, the opposite occurs. Solar flares are

almost nonexistent while whole weeks go by without a single, tiny

sunspot to break the monotony of the blank sun. This is what we

are experiencing now. Although minima are a normal aspect of

the solar cycle, some observers are questioning the length  of the

ongoing minimum, now slogging through its 3rd year. “It does

seem like it's taking a long time,” allows Hathaway, “but I think

we're just forgetting how long a solar minimum can last.” In the

early 20th century there were periods of quiet lasting almost twice

as long as the current spell. 

   Hathaway has studied international sunspot counts stretching all

the way back to 1749 and he offers these statistics: “The average

period of a solar cycle is 131 months with a standard deviation of

14 months. Decaying solar cycle 23 (the one we are experiencing

now) has so far lasted 142 months--well within the first standard

deviation and thus not at all abnormal. The last available 13-

month smoothed sunspot number was 5.70. This is bigger than 12

of the last 23 solar minimum values. In summary, the current

minimum is not abnormally low or long.” 

   The longest minimum on record, the Maunder Minimum of

1645-1715, lasted an incredible 70 years. Sunspots were rarely

observed and the solar cycle seemed to have broken down

completely. The period of quiet coincided with the Little Ice Age,

a series of extraordinarily bitter winters in Earth's northern

hemisphere. Many researchers are convinced that low solar

activity, acting in concert with increased volcanism and possible

changes in ocean current patterns, played a role in that 17th

century cooling.  

   The quiet of 2008 is not the second coming of the Maunder

Minimum, believes Hathaway. “We have already observed a few

sunspots from the next solar cycle,” he says. “This suggests the

solar cycle is progressing normally.” What's next? Hathaway

anticipates more spotless days , maybe even hundreds, followed

by a return to Solar Max conditions in the years around 2012. 

                                  
                                     <SK>

http://www.n1su.com/

